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Unit title 

2 People's lives 

Reading 
. . . . . , , . , . 

. . . . . - . 

Reading 2: The happiest country in 

the world 

• Note completion 

Reading 1: Freya Stark, explorer and 

writer 

• Flow-chart completion 
• Short-answer questions 

Reading 2: Mau Piailug, ocean navigator 

• True/ False/ Not Given 

Listening 

Listening: Booking a holiday apartment 
• Form completion 

Listening: Finding a travelling companion 
Predicting the answers 
Listening for signals to the answers 
Note completion 

Vocabulary and grammar review Units I and 2 

3 Getting from A to B Reading 1: The electric revolution 

• Labelling a diagram 
Listening: A ship's information 
announcement 

Reading 2: Traffic jams- no end in sight 

• Matching headings 

Labelling a diagram 
Multiple choice 
Listening for synonyms and paraphrased 
ideas in questions 

4 It was all new once Reading 1: Air conditioning 

• Multiple choice 
Listening: At an exhibition 

Sentence completion 

5 Animal world 

6 Being human 

7 Literacy skills 

Reading 2: Rubik's Cube • Pick from a list 

• Summary completion 

Vocabulary and grammar review Units 3 and 4 

Reading 1: The life of the European Listening: Information about a zoo 
bee-eater Table completion 
• Sentence completion • Labelling a map or plan 

Reading 2: Humpback whale breaks 

migration record 

• Pick from a list 

Reading 1 : Making a change 

• Yes/ No/ Not Given 

Reading 2: Reducing errors in memory 

• Summary completion with a box 

Listening: Successful people 
Matching 

• Pick from a list 

Vocabulary and grammar review Units 5 and 6 

Reading: Speed reading 

Matching information 
• Table completion 

Listening: Applying for an online course 
Form completion 

• Multiple choice 

8 Tourist attractions · Reading: Here today, gone tomorrow 

Summary completion 
Listening: Welcoming visitors to a science 
museum 

9 Every drop counts 

10 Building design 

0 Map of the units

• Matching features Sentence completion 
• Table completion 

Vocabulary and grammar review Units 7 and B 

Reading: The burden of thirst Listening: Preparation for a talk on 
Matching headings desalination 
Sentence completion Matching 
Pick from a list • Flow-chart completion 

Reading: The Pompidou Centre 

Multiple choice 
Matching sentence endings 
Yes I No/ Not Given 

Listening: A talk on a traditional Samoan 
house design 
• Note completion 

Vocabulary and grammar review Units 9 and 10 

Speaking 

Speaking Part 1 
Answering questions about yourself 
Giving extra details 
Expressing likes and dislikes 

Speaking Part 1 
Correcting mistakes 
Giving reasons, results or 
consequences with because and so 

Speaking Part 2 
Understanding the task 
Structuring the talk 
Introducing points 
Ending the talk 
Using discourse markers 

Speaking Part 2 
Writing notes 
Giving reasons. examples and 
consequences with because, so, for 

example, for instance 

Talking for the full two minutes 

Speaking Parts 1 and 2 
Paraphrasing 
Expressing feelings 
Coping strategies 

Speaking Part 3 
The difference between Part 1 and 
Part 3 
Generalising 
Giving a full answer 

Speaking Parts 2 and 3 
Orientating yourself to the Part 2 topic 
Introducing your opinions in Part 3 and 
giving reasons 

Speaking Parts 1 and 2 
Using fact and opinion adjectives 

• Keeping going I maintaining fluency 

Speaking Parts 2 and 3 
Choosing the best subject for Part 2 
Structuring the talk - useful phrases 
Analysing the Part 3 questions 
Giving a relevant, full answer 

Speaking Parts 2 and 3 
Part 2 practice 
Answering a question on your talk 
Discussing similarities and differences 
in Part 3 
Using linkers to make a contrast: 
although, even though, while, whereas 
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Writing·· Vocabulary and Spelling Pronunciation 

Writing Task 1 Collocations and prepositional Sentence stress 1 Present simple and present 

Describing pie charts and bar charts phrases Stressing the words which answer continuous 

Selecting key features percent v. percentage the question or give new information 

Using accurate data Spelling: Making nouns plural 

Writing Task 2 Working out the meanings of words Verbs+ -ed Past simple 

Discussing advantages and disadvantages Spelling: Changes when adding -ed 

Analysing the task 

Planning an answer 

Writing an introduction 

Opening paragraphs 

Using linkers: also. and. but and however 

Writing Task 1 Topic vocabulary: renewable Word stress 1 Making comparisons 

Describing tables and charts energy, zero emissions, vehicle. etc.: Using a dictionary 

Comparing data and selecting key points commuter. congestion. smog, etc. 

Writing in paragraphs make and cause 

Writing an overview Spelling: Changes when adding -er 

and -estto adjectives 

Writing Task 2 Topic vocabulary: design, device, Chunking 1 Present perfect 

To what extent do you agree or disagree? output. etc.: attempt. assemble. Using natural pauses to help the 

Brainstorming ideas exµetirnent. etc. listener 

Avoiding irrelevance What type of word is it? 1 

Organising your ideas Spelling: Using and misusing double 

letters 

Writing Task I Topic vocabulary: diet. prey, breed, Sentence stress 2 Countable and uncountable nouns 

Summarising two charts etc. Stressing words w 1ich carry 

Comparing bar charts What type of word is it? 2 meaning or expres ; feeling 

Grouping information Prepositions in time phrases 

Analysing the task and planning an answer Words that give directions 

Spelling: Small words often 

misspelled 

Writing Task 2 Topic vocabulary: convent1cmal, Intonation 1 Zero and first conditionals 

Answering a single question novelty. donate, etc. Indicating that you have or haven't (1/lunlessJ 

Analysing the task and brainstorming ideas Word building finished your answ ,r 

Planning an answer Expressing opinions and feelings 

Word formation and spelling changes 

Spelling Suffixes 

Writing Task 1 raise or rise? Word stress 2 Prepositions to describe graphs 

Describing trends Spelling: Forming adverbs from Stressing the com ct syllable 

Using verb and noun phrases adjectives 

Using the correct tense 

Writing an overview 

Writing Task 2 tourism or tourist? Chunking 2 Relative pronouns: who. which. 

Answering two questions Spelling: Introductory and linking Improving overall fi ,ency that. where 
Analysing the task phrases 

Planning and writing about both parts 

Writing a conclusion 

Writing Task 1 Topic vocabulary: filter. pressure. Intonation 2 The passive 
Summarising a diagram marine, etc. Showing that infori 1ation is new or 
Planning an answer effect. benefit. advantage and interesting 

Ordering the information and using time disadvantage Ending a point 

markers: when. after. next. then Spelling: Some common mistakes 

Comparing two diagrams 

Beginning and ending an answer and 

writing an overview 

Writing Task 2 Topic vocabulary: traditional. Sentence stress 3 Modal verbs 
Discussing opposing views and giving your features, construct. etc. Showing a contras 
opinion Word choice I 

Analysing the task and brainstorming ideas Guessing the meaning of words 

Deciding on your own view Improving vocabulary use 
Structuring an answer Spelling: Proofreading your essay 

Proofreading an answer for spelling and for common spelling mistakes 

punctuation mistakes 
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Introduction 

Who this book is for 

Complete IELTS Bands 4-5 is a short course of 50-60 
classroom hours for students who wish to take the 
Academic module of the International English Language 
Testing System (IELTS). It teaches you the reading, writing, 
listening and speaking skills that you need for the exam. It 
covers all the exam question types, as well as key grammar 
and vocabulary which, from research into the Cambridge 
Learner Corpus, are known to be useful to candidates doing 
the test. If you are not planning to take the exam in the near 
future, the book teaches you the skills and language you 
need to reach an intermediate level of English (Common 
European Framework (CEF) level Bl). 

What the book contains 

In the Student's Book there are: 

• ten units for classroom study, each containing:
• sections on each of the four papers in the IELTS

exam. The units provide language input and skills
practice to help you to deal successfully with the
tasks in each section.

• a range of enjoyable and stimulating speaking
activities designed to enable you to perform to the
best of your ability in each part of the test and to
increase your fluency and your ability to express
yourself.

• a step-by-step approach to doing IELTS Writing tasks.
• key grammar exercises relevant to the exam. When

you are doing grammar exercises, you will sometimes 
see this symbol: 0- These exercises are based on 
research from the Cambridge Learner Corpus and 
they deal with the areas which cause problems for 
students in the exam. 

• vocabulary related to IELTS topics and spelling
exercises. When you see this symbol 0 by an
exercise, the exercise focuses on words which IELTS
candidates often confuse or use wrongly in the exam.

• a unit review. These contain exercises which revise
the grammar and vocabulary that you have studied in
each unit.

• Speaking and Writing reference sections which explain
the tasks you will have to do in the Speaking and
Writing papers. They give you examples, together with
additional exercises and advice on how best to approach
these two IELTS papers.

G) Introduction

• a Language reference section which clearly explains
all the areas of grammar covered in the book and
which will help you in the IELTS exam.

• a complete IELTS practice test

• ten photocopiable word lists (one for each unit)
containing vocabulary found in the units. Each
vocabulary item in the word list is accompanied
by a definition from the Cambridge Learner's
Dictionary (CLD).

• complete recording scripts for all the listening
material

• a CD-ROM which provides you with many interactive
exercises, including further listening practice
exclusive to the CD-ROM. All these extra exercises
are linked to the topics in the Student's Book.

Also available are: 

• two audio CDs containing listening material for the
ten units of the Student's Book plus the Listening Test 
in the IELTS practice test. The listening material is 
indicated by different-coloured icons in the Student's
Book as follows: C) CDI, C) CO2.

• a Teacher's Book containing:
• step-by-step guidance for handling all the

activities in the Student's Book
• a large number of suggestions for alternative

treatments of activities in the Student's Book and
suggestions for extension activities

• advice on the test and task types for teachers to
pass on to students

• extra photocopiable materia,ls for each unit of the
Student's Book, to practise and extend language 

• complete answer keys, including sample answers
to Writing tasks

• complete recording scripts for all the listening
material

• five photocopiable progress tests, one for every
two units of the book

• a topic-based word list of words/phrases and
their definitions taken from each unit.

• a Workbook containing:
• ten units for homework and self-study. Each unit

contains full exam practice in one part of
the IELTS Reading and Listening papers.

• further practice of the grammar and vocabulary
taught in the Student's Book

• an audio CD containing all the listening material
for the Workbook.



IELTS Academic Module: content 
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n overview 

art/timing content test focus 

LISTENING • four sections • Candidates are expected
approximately • 40 questions to listen for specific

30 minutes • a range of question types information, main ideas and
opinions.

• Section 1: a conversation on a social topic, e.g. someone making • There is a range of task types

a booking which include completion,
• Section 2: a monologue about a social topic, e.g. a radio report matching, labelling and
• Section 3: a conversation on a study-based topic, e.g. a multiple choice.

discussion between students • Each question scores I mark;
• Section 4: a monologue on a study-based topic, e.g. a lecture candidates receive a band

score from 1 to 9.
Students have ten minutes at the end of the test to transfer their 
answers onto an answer sheet. 
The recording is heard ONCE. 

READING • three sections • Candidates are expected
l hour • 40 questions to read for / understand

• a range of question types specific information, main
ideas, gist and opinions.

• Section 1: a passage with 13 questions • Each section con ta ins
• Section 2: a passage divided into paragraphs with 13 questions more than one task type.
• Section 3: a passage with 14 questions They include completion,

matching, paragraph
At least one passage contains arguments and/or views. This is headings, True/False/Not
usually Section 3. Given and multiple choice.

• Each question scores 1 mark;
candidates receive a band
score from 1 to 9.

WRITING • two compulsory tasks • Candidates are expected to
1 hour write a factual summary and

• Task 1: a 150-word summary of information presented in a discursive essay.
graphic or diagrammatic form • Candidates are assessed on a

• Task 2: a 250-word essay presenting an argument on a given nine-band scale for content,
topic coherence, vocabulary and

grammar.
Candidates are advised to spend 20 minutes on Task 1 and 40 
minutes on Task 2, which is worth twice as many marks as Task I.

SPEAKING • three parts • Candidates are expected
11-14 minutes • one examiner + one candidate to be able to respond to

questions on familiar and
• Part 1: The examiner asks a number of questions about famili r unfamiliar topics and to

topics such as the candidate's studies/work, hobbies, interests. speak at length.
etc. • Candidates are assessed on a
4-5 minutes nine-band scale for fluency,

• Part 2: After a minute's preparation, the candidate speaks for vocabulary, grammar and
two minutes on a familiar topic provided by the examiner. pronunciation.
3-4 minutes

• Part 3: The examiner and the candidate discuss some general
questions based on the theme of the Part 2 topic.
4-5 minutes

All candidates who take the test receive an Overall Band Score between 1 and 9 thal is an average of the four scores for 
each part of the test. For information on courses, required band scores and interpreting band scores, see www.ielts.org. 

IELTS Ac,1demic Module: content and overview 0 



Great places to be 

Starting off 
0 Work in pairs. Write the names 

of the cities beside the photos. 

Amsterdam Dubai New Yprk 

Rio de Janeiro Shanghai Sydney 

e) Which of the cities would you like to visit? Why?
Use these ideas to help you.

excellent shopping 

unusu�I buildings 
friendly people great food lots to do 

li�ely festivals spectacular scenery 

Reading 1 
Table completion 

0 Work in pairs. You are going to read a passage about 
cities around the world. Before you read. decide if 
these are good or bad aspects of cities. Write G (good) 
or B (bad). 

I friendly inhabitants [§ 
2 fast public transport □ 
3 crowded streets □ 
4 a high crime rate □ 
5 people in a hurry □ 
6 a relaxed lifestyle □ 

e) Work in pairs. Write two more aspects of cities
which are good and two more which are bad.

0 Read the passage on page 9 quickly. 

I Which four cities are mentioned? 

2 Which is the friendliest? 

G) Unit 1 

0----------------



A team of social psychologists from C,ilifornia has spent six years 

studying the reactions of people in citi :)S around the world to different 

situations. The results show that cities where people have less money 

generally have friendlier populations. Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, which is 

often known for its crime, comes out toJ, and the capital of Malawi, 

Lilongwe, comes third. 

But what makes one city friend I ier than another? The psychologists 

from California State University say it has got more to do with 

environment than culture or nationality. 

They carried out a study into the way locals treated strangers in 23 cities 

www.ZabanBook.com 

��w 

around the world. The team conducted their research through a series of tests, where they dropped 

pens or pretended they were blind and needed help crossing the street. 

The study concludes that people are more helpful in cities with a more relaxed way of life such as Rio. 

While they were there, researchers recE,ived help in 93 percent of cases, and the percentage in Lilongwe 

was only a little lower. However, richer ,:ities such as Amsterdam and New York are considered the least 

friendly. Inhabitants of Amsterdam helped the researchers in 53 percent of cases and in New York just 

44 percent. The psychologists found tt- at, in these cities, people tend to be short of time, so they hurry 

and often ignore strangers. 

adapted from an article by Victoria Harrison, BBC News 

0 Read the passage quickly again. Which of the good and bad aspects 
in Exercise 1 are mentioned? 

0 Match the words and phrases in ilalics in this table with the words 
and phrases in italics in the passage. 

city positive aspects ne� 1ative aspects % of help received 

Rio de • friendly • People don't have so 93% 
Janeiro inhabitants much2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• more 1. • E-.'as reputation for

lifestyle 3. · · · · · · · · . 

Amsterdam • richer Pecple ... Amsterdam: 53 % 
and New 

• have little 4 . . New York: 44% 
York 

• don't pay attention

to 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

0 Now complete the table. Choose O E word from the passage for each 
answer. 

fj Work in small groups. 

Are you surprised that people in cities with less money are 

friendlier? Why? / Why not? 

2 What is the friendliest place you have ever visited? 

3 How friendly are people in your town or city to visitors? 

Give examples. 

Exam advice Table 
completion 

• Quickly look for words and

phrases in the passage

which mean the same as 

words and phrases in the 

table (for example: not

many - few; well-known -

famous), then read around

those words carefully.

• Copy the words from the

passage into the table

exactly as you see them.

Great places to be G) 



Listening 
Form completion 

0 foi\ In the IELTS test, you are often asked to 
complete part of a form by writing a number or 
a name which is spelled for you. Listen to eight 
speakers and decide if each name or number is 
written correctly (✓) or incorrectly (,x'). 

I Romney 
2 Cairns 

3 Bragg 

4 Jeckyll 

Ill 
□ 
□ 
□ 

5 Fawcett 

6 15 cents 

7 0726 05791 

□ 
□ 
□ 

8 30 Lower Road D 

@ � Work in pairs. Spell out these names and read 
these numbers to each other. Then listen to check 
your answers. 

I Bracken 

2 Gower 

3 Jeremy 

4 Pollard 

5 Vernon 

6 17 

7 01950 674236 

8 31st 

9 Work in small groups. You are going to hear a 
man phoning to ask about a holiday apartment. 
Before you listen, answer these questions. 

I What are the advantages and disadvantages 

of staying in an apartment when you're on 

holiday? 

2 What sort of holiday accommodation do you 

prefer? 

--

@ Unit 1 

0 Work in pairs. Look at the form below. 

I In which gaps do you think you will have to: 

a write a number only? 

b understand words which are spelled out? 

c write a number and a word? 

2 What sort of information do you need for the 

other gaps? 

Dubai Palm Apartments 
Enquiry taken by: Amanda 

Name: 1 . .. . ........ . 

Address: 372 ..... . 

Vienna 

Telephone number: 3 ................ . 

Number of people: four 

Starting date: 4 ................. January 

Length of stay: 5 ................ . 

Price per day: maximum 6 ............... . euros 

Other requirements: 

• fully equipped 7 ... ............ . 

• view of8 ................ . 

• air conditioning must be 9 ...... ........ .. 

• 10 ................. for car 

0 /cm Now listen and complete the form. Write no 
more than TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for 

each answer. 

Exam advice Fann completion 

• Before you listen. think what information you

need for each gap.

• Do not write more words than the instructions

tell you to.

• Write words or numbers you hear.

0 Work in pairs. Take turns to talk about a place 
you have stayed at. Say why you stayed there, 
who you stayed with, and what you did while 
you were there. 
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Reading� • 
Note completion 

C� Work in small groups. You are going to 
read a passage about Costa Rica. Bdore 
you read, look at the photos of Costa Rica 
on the right. What do they tell you about 
the country? 

� Read the passage below quickly. Who are: 

1 Mariano Rojas? 2 Saamah Abdallah? 

The happiest country 
in the world 
Children growing up in Costa Rica are surrounded 

by some of the most beautiful and diverse 

landscapes in the world. Preserving trc pi cal 

rainforests isn't Costa Rica's only success, because 

the government also makes sure everyone has 

access to health-care and education. S:, when 

the New Economics Foundation releas,=d its second 

Happy Planet Index, Costa Rica came out number 

one. The index is a ranking of countries based on 

their impact on the environment and the health and 

happiness of their citizens. 

According to Mariano Rojas, a Costa Rican 

economics professor, Costa Rica is a mid-income 

country where citizens have plenty oft ime for 

themselves and for their relationships with others. 

'A mid-income level allows most citizer s to satisfy 

their basic needs. The government makes sure that 

all Costa Ricans have access to education, health 

and nutrition services.' Costa Ricans, he believes, 

are not interested in status or spendinq money to 

show how successful they are. 

Created in 2008, the Happy Planet Index examines 

happiness on a national level and rank; 143 

countries according to three measurernents: their 

citizens' happiness, how long they live ,:which 

reflects their health), and how much of the planet's 

resources each country consumes. Ace ording 

to researcher Saamah Abdallah, the Index also 

measures the outcomes that are most important, 

and those are happy, healthy lives for ,=veryone. 

0 Look at the notes below. 

1 What are the notes about? Find which sentences 

in the passage deal with this. 

2 Find words in the passage which mean the same 

as the words in italics. 

The Happy Planet Index 

Year started 1 

Number of countries 1t lists 2 . 

Measures each country·s happiness according to 

• its effect on the 3 ................. (i.e. the quantity of 
the Earth's 4 ................. that it uses); 

• the 5 ................. of the population (i.e. how long 
people live); 

• how happy its 6 ......... are. 

0 Now complete the notes. Choose ONE WORD OR A 
NUMBER from the passage for each gap. 

Exam advice Note completion 

Read the title of the notes first and find the right 

place(s) int e passage. 

Carefully read the parts of the passage which 

deal with the key ideas in the questions - the 

answers may not come in passage order. 

0 Work in small groups. 

1 Which of these things do you think are 

important in making people happy, and 

which are n t so important? Why? 

• being healthy

• earning a 1 JI of money

• having a good education

• having go d relationships

• living in a beautiful place

2 What other things are important? 

Great places to be @ 



Vocabulary 
Collocations and prepositional phrases 

We often use the same adjectives and nouns 
together. We call these adjective-noun 

collocations. 

0 Work in pairs. Look at the photos and complete 
the captions by writing an adjective from the box 
below in each gap. If you need more than one 
adjective, put the more general one first. 

I 
busy industrial large main pretty 
quiet suburban tall tiny 

6 Complete the phrases below describing places 
where people can live by writing a preposition 
from the box in each gap. In several cases, more 
than one answer is possible. 

E in near on

I ......... a river 
2 .......... the city centre 
3 .. . the country 
4 .......... the desert 

5 ......... the mountains 
6 ........ the outskirts 
7 .. the sea 
8 .......... the suburbs 

€) Work in small groups. Look at this sentence. 

I live in a pretty village in the mountains. 

Take turns to talk about: 

• where you live;
• where you would prefer to live, and why.

@ Unit 1 

.. street. 

I live in a 
9 ................. flat. 

Speaking 
Part 1 

0 � Listen to two students answering these 
questions and complete the notes in the table 
below. 

0 

• Can you tell me what you do?
• Where do you come from?
• Can you describe your city/village to me?

name occupation where where words 

from located used to 

describe 

place 

Hanan "'11Ath"-"'-, &.roe.' ••• 

O...,i,.1'\ 

Kwan 1'\e.C,.Y-
C.V1-0-aj1A J 

... 

Pronunciation: Sentence stress 7 

;J1
b
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a Think how you could answer the uestions in 
Exercise I. Then work in pairs and l take turns to 
ask and answer the questions. 

€) Look at these questions (a-b) and lhe phrases 
below (1-8). Which phrases can bE· used to 
answer question a, and which phr,11ses can be 
used to answer question b? 

a What do you like about the area where you live? 
b What things in your town/city do you not like? 

1 Another good thing is ... 
2 I enjoy . 
3 I really dislike ... 
4 I really like ... 
5 ... is something I don't like. 
6 I'm not very keen on ... 
7 1 find ... very enjoyable. 
8 I find ... unpleasant. 

0 (as\ Now listen to Hanan and Kwan answering 
questions a and b. Which phrases re used by 
Hanan, and which by Kwan? 

0 (as\ Listen again and complete this table. 

name likes 

Hanan 

Kwan w�i)(i1-11}
i1-1 the. 

�a1A1-1t�i1-1s1 

dislikes 

fv1.e. kat 
we.�tke.r1 

. . .

. . .

how 
changing? 

0 page 14 Key grammar.· Present simple and present

continuous 

@ Think about how you could answer these 
questions and make notes. Then work with 
a different partner and take turns to ask and 
answer the questions. 

• Can you tell me what you do? Do you work, or 
are you a student?

• Where do you come from?

• Can you describe your town or city to me?

• What do you like about the area where you live?

• What things in your town or city do you not like?

• How is the area changing?

• What do people in your area do in their free
time?

• What do you think visitors to your town or
region should see? Why? 

;J;
b

:�;;c,, 
Exam advice Speaking Part 1 

• Don't answer questions with just one or two
words - use longer sentences.

• Stress the words which answer the question. 
• Give some extra information when you can.

Pronunciation 
Sentence stress 1 

We normally strEss the main information in 
a sentence. When we answer a question, we 
usually stress the words which give the answer, 
or give new information. 

0 Underline the words you think Hanan and Kwan 
should stress in their answers. 

Examiner: 

Hanan: 

Examiner: 
Hanan: 

Examiner: 

Kwan: 

Examiner: 
Kwan: 

Can you tell me what you do, Hanan? 
Do you work, or are you a student? 
Yes, I'm a student. I'm studying 
medicine because I want to be a doctor. 
And where do you come from? 
I come from Muttrah in Oman. 

Can you tell me what you do, Kwan? 
Do you work, or are you a student? 
I'm a student. I'm studying economics 
at Chonju University at the moment. 
And where do you come from, Kwan? 
I come from a small village near 
Chonju in Korea. 

6 � Listen to check your answers.

€) Work in pairs. Take turns to read the parts of the 
Examiner, Han.an and Kwan in Exercise I. 

0 Work alone. Wirite your own answers to the 
Examiner's questions in Exercise I. Underline the 
words which you should stress. 

€) Work in pairs. Take turns to ask and answer the 
questions. 

Great places to be @) 



Key grammar 
Present simple and present continuous 

0 Underline the verbs in these four extracts from 
the Speaking section and say whether they are 
present simple or present continuous. 

1 At the moment, I'm studying English as well. 

pr-e..se..-xt c..o-nfi-n1Ao1As 
2 I come from Muttrah in Oman. 
3 I find the traffic very unpleasant. 
4 Young people are- leaving the village. 

@ Look at the extracts in Exercise 1 again and 
complete this table. 

name of use example 

tense 

present to talk about At the moment, I'm 
continuous something studying English as 

happening now well. 

to express what 
someone feels or 
thinks 

to talk about 
something which 
is changing 

to talk about 
something which 
is always true 

O page 120 Present simple and present continuous

0 Complete these sentences by putting the verb 
in brackets into the present simple or present 
continuous. 

1 Hassan ___ JiY!!cS. ___ (live) in Qatar, but right now he 
_________________ (visit) friends in Bahrain. 

2 I_--------··---·-(study) geology because I-----·----·-----· 
(want) to work in the oil industry. 

3 He ·---- --- (not like) living in Manchester 
because it -···---·--------- (rain) too much. 

4 Transport in my city -·-·····-··---·-- (improve) because 
the government···--··--··------ (build) more roads. 

5 People in my area·---· ____ (do) a lot of sport in 
their free time because they··-··------------ (like) to 
keep fit. 

@ Unit1 

;Jjb;;;�-
0 0 IELTS candidates often make mistakes with 

the present simple and present continuous. Find 
and correct the mistakes in these sentences. 

1 At the present time, most people are thinking 
money is important for their lifestyle. tli\.i-nl( 

2 I think most children are influenced by their 
parents while they grow up. 

3 Lots of people argue that international tourism 
bringing us advantages. 

4 Most countries are encourage tourism. 
5 Nowadays, more and more cities around the 

world become bigger and bigger. 
6 People in most cities are believing that traffic is 

one of the most important problems. 

Writing 
Task 1 

Exam in[ormation 

For Writing Task 1, you write a summary of 

information from graphs, tables, charts or diagrams. 

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task. 

0 Work in pairs. Look at this pie chart and answer 
the questions below. 

International visitors to New Zealand: 

reason for visit 

1 What is the main reason for visiting 
New Zealand? 

holiday 
47% 

2 What percentage of visitors go to New Zealand 
to see friends and family? 

3 What does the figure 13% refer to? 
4 What is meant by other on the chart? 
5 In general, do more people visit New Zealand 

for work or pleasure? 



te} Complete the short summary below with phrases 
from the box. 

thirteen percent go to New Zealand 

other reasons see friends and family 

the largest percentage for pleasure 

The chart shows why people from other countries 
I 
2 ................. , 47 percent, go there on holiday. 
Twenty-nine percent visit New Zealand in order to 
3 .................. 4 ................. go there on business, and just 
11 percent visit for 5 
Overall, the majority of visitors go 6 .... , not 
for work. 

€) Work in pairs. Look at this pie chart and discuss 
the questions below. 

South 
Korea 3% 

International visitors to New Zealand: 
country of origin 

Japan4% 

United States 9% 

Australia 
40% 

1 What does the chart give information about? 
2 What nationality is the largest group of visitors? 
3 What percentage of visitors come from the 

United Kingdom, and what percentage from the 
United States? 

4 What percentage of visitors comes from 
the three countries in East Asia which are 
mentioned? 

S Are there visitors from countries not mentioned 
on the chart? 

6 What do visitors from Australia, the United 
Kingdom and the United States have in common? 

;J1
b

;;;� 
0 Read this summary of the pie chart in Exercise 3. 

It contains five false facts. Rewrite the summary 
to correct the information. 

The chart gives information about the number of 
people trn v elling to Ne vv Zealand. wiAe.n pe.opie. wiAo 
tnwe.i to Ne.w z::e.e>.ie>.1-td c.0111-e. --f'-r-0111-
The percentage of visitors from Australia is the 
highest, at 40 percent. The third largest group, 
12 percent, comes from the United Kingdom, and 
9 percent go to the United States. The East Asian 
countries, China, Japan and South Korea, send 
5 percent, 4 percent and 3 percent each. However, 
27 percent come from other European countries. 
Overall, more than 70 percent of visitors come from 
English-speaking countries. 

0 IELTS candidates often confuse percent and 
percentage. Look at this sentence from Exercise 4 
and answer the questions below. 

The percentage of visitors from Australia is the 

highest, at 40 percent. 

1 Which word (percent or percentage) is used 
with a number? 

2 Which word is used with the?

0 0 Each of these sentences contains one mistake 
made by IELTS candidates. Find and correct the 
mistakes. 

I The percent of teenagers who ride bicycles is 
higher than for any other age group. pe.rc.e.1-tfo.

0
e. 

2 In the cities, the number of people living alone is 
28 percentage. 

3 The percent of people over 50 is the lowest in 
this group. 

4 Just over 50 percentage of the city's inhabitants 
are female. 

S The ten percent of females have a university 
qualification. 

6 As can be seen from the table, 60 percent 
population live in cities. 

7 Australia's share of the Japanese tourist market 
has increased from 2 percentage to nearly 
5 percentage. 

8 This chart shows the percent people attending 
the cinema in Australia. 

Great places to be @ 



Section 3 

27 B 

28 D 

29 C 

30 D 

31 A 

32 NOT GIVEN 

33 YES 

34 YES 

35 NO 

36 NO 

37 D 

38 F 

39 A 

40 E 

Writing 

Task 1 

Sample answer 

The chart shows how many hybrid vehicles were sold in 

Japan, the US and the rest of the world from 2006 to 2009. 

During this time, total sales more than doubled from 

360,000 to 740,000. However, the trends in the US and 

Japan were very different. 

According to the data, sales were high in the US, but the 

pattern fluctuated. While they rose by 100,000 from 2006 to 

2007, they peaked in 2007 at 350,000. After that, there was 

a steady fall to 280,000 in 2009. On the other hand, sales in 

Japan were much lower at the start. They rose gradually to 

90,000 in 2008, but then they jumped to 330,000 in 2009. 

Sales in the rest of the world increased steadily from 50,000 

to 120,000 during the four-year period. 

Overall, the data show that more hybrid vehicles were 

bought in the US than in any other country. However, in 

2009, Japan overtook the US and became the country where 

most vehicles were sold. 

(166 words) 

@ Complete IELTS Bands 4-5 

Task 2 

Sample answer 

Inventors are creative people who develop new ideas and 

products, whereas doctors are specialists who make us feel 

better when we are ill. I believe that both types of people 

are important to society, but in different ways. 

Inventors have had an enormous impact on our lives. In 

the past, they developed things like electricity, television 

and aeroplanes. These transformed people's home lives 

and working conditions and enabled them to travel more 

quickly to other countries. More recently, inventors have 

created computers, the World Wide Web and many other 

technological products that we now rely on completely. For 

these reasons, most people would agree that inventors are 

important people. 

Doctors, on the other hand, save lives. They train for many 

years and they develop knowledge and skills that ordinary 

people do not have. If we get ill, we need someone who 

knows what is wrong and can tell us what medicine to take. 

If we go to hospital, we expect doctors to look after us. 

Everyone depends on doctors in this way all through their 

life. 

Although we cannot live without doctors, it is also true that 

we cannot live without inventors. In fact, they also depend 

on each other. Doctors use inventions to help them in their 

work, and inventors get ill and need doctors to cure them. 

To conclude, I think doctors and inventors are equally 

important. Like many people in society, they play an 

important part in human progress. So it is impossible to say 

who is more important. 

(252 words) 
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0 Map of the units
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Writing Vocabulary and Spelling Granunar 

Writing Task 1 . Collocations and prepositional phrases Present simple and present 

. Describing pie charts and bar charts . Key vocabulary continuous 

. Selecting key features • Spelling: Making nouns plural 

. Using accurate data 

Writing Task 2 • Working out the meanings of words Past simple 

• Analysing the task . Key vocabulary

. Planning an answer • Spelling: Changes when adding -ed

• Writing an introduction
. Using linkers: also, and, but and however

Writing Task 1 . make and cause Making comparisons with 

. Describing tables and charts . Key vocabulary adjectives and adverbs 

. Comparing data and selecting key points • Spelling: Changes when adding -er and

• Writing in paragraphs -estto adjectives

Writing Task 2 • What type of word is it? 1 Present perfect 

• To what extent do you agree or disagree? . Key vocabulary
. Brainstorming ideas • Spelling: Using and misusing double
. Organising your ideas letters 

Writing Task 1 • What type of word is it? 2 Countable and uncountable nouns 

• Summarising two charts . Prepositions in time phrases
. Comparing bar charts • Words that give directions
. Grouping information . Key vocabulary

• Spelling: Small words often misspelled

Writing Task 2 • Word building Zero and first conditionals (if/ unless) 

• Answering a single question . Key vocabulary
. Planning an answer • Spelling: Suffixes 

Writing Task 1 . raise or rise? Prepositions to describe graphs 
. Describing trends . Key vocabulary 
. Using verb and noun phrases • Spelling: Forming adverbs from adjectives
. Writing an overview 

Writing Task 2 . tourism or tourist? Relative pronouns: who, which. that. where 

• Answering two questions . Key vocabulary 

• Analysing the task • Spelling: Introductory and linking phrases

• Writing a conclusion

Writing Task l . effect, benefit, advantage, disadvantage The passive 

• Summarising a diagram . Key vocabulary Sequencers 

. Planning an answer • Spelling: Some common mistakes

. Ordering the information 

. Comparing two diagrams 

Writing Task 2 • Word choice Modal verbs 
. Discussing opposing views and giving . Guessing the meaning of words

your opinion . Improving vocabulary use

• Analysing the task and brainstorming . Key vocabulary
ideas • Spelling: Proofing your essay for common

. Structuring an answer spelling mistakes 

. Proofing an answer for spelling and 

punctuation mistakes 
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Great places to be 

Reading 1

Table completion 

0 You are going to read a passage about some of the 
cities above. Read the passage quickly and answer 
these questions. 

I Which of the cities above are mentioned? 

2 How many advantages are given for 

each city?. 

f} Find words or phrases in the passage which have
a similar meaning to the underlined words and
phrases in the table below.

well-known: tt?,�o:w:; 
excellent: 
very: ................... . 

residents: 

quality of life: 
most pleasant: 
not many:. 

a lot: ... 

@) Now complete the table. Choose ONE word from 
the passage for each answer. 

bes't 

In a recent internet survey, tourists an<l business travellers 
were asked to rate 50 cities around the world, from the 

� best to the worst. Of the top three cities, two were in 
Europe and one was in Australia. 

In third place was London, scoring highly mainly because 
it was the most famous city on the list of 50 surveyed. It 
was also seen as a very good place to <lo business, an<l 
was an important cultural centre. However, it lost points 
because people believed it was an extremely expensive 
place to live. 

Sydney was also a very popular destination, achieving 
second place on the list because people believed it ha<l 
the friendliest inhabitants, as well as the best standard 
of living and the nicest climate. It failed to make the top 
spot, however, because people thought there were very 
few things to see there, and many also thought it was too 
far away from other business an<l cultural centres. 

At the top of the list was Paris. Despite problems such 
as the large amount of traffic, it beat other cities to 
first place because people considered it to be the most 
interesting city, with more museums, art galleries and 
places of interest than anywhere else. People also thought 
it was the best city to take a holiday in. 

City Overall position in survey Perceived advantages Perceived disadvantages 

London 1. • Is more well-known than the other cities. Is very 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . • 

• Has excellent 2 .. ........... .. ... ... opportunities. 
Sydney Second • Residents are the 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . Not many things to see. 

• Has the best quality of life.

• Has the most pleasant 5 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

Paris 6. · · · · · · · • • · · · - • • · · · • • · ·  • Is more 7. ...... than other cities. Has a lot of 8 ... · · • · · · · • · · · · • • · ·  . . . . . 

© Unit 1 



Reading 2 

Note completion 

O You are going to read a passage about a type of

city survey. Read the passage quickly and answer 

these questions. 

I What do 'best city' websites usually show? 

2 What does the CBI ask people to do? 

There:; are many �ebsite; on the lntern,et whkh pro�i:dfUst� 9.f ,the world?s best cities to visit, live or work:'in� These H$tS)i.�riailgrade the cities in order, from 'be;c' to 'woi:st',:,i.�d a:r�b��d�9I!c facts and figures provided by loc_al or riational 6�gariisai:10n�,-
I . - . - . · .. ·'"' . •/4. �. • . • - The City Brands Index ( CBI) also pr0vides a:.fist•of\2�\· ap.<'l. . : ,}· worst c:ities. r:!owever, unlike orher surveys, it js b�_� oil·;he. , "idea that �ities are_ similar to prod��ts·i� shops:' i� ¥Rs.'c>rdiriity : -. -people in other co�ntries to gra:de cities in the ;a:me wiy thatthey would grade a-product, like a sofi: drink or ; �ar: What is ,particularly different about the CBI fs that the people who take �. part in die survey may not have e:v.er visited tlie driies. J.ristc:;ad;. , they are asked to say what they tljink the citits .J,re like, ha.$ing >) ., their opinions on things like news stories, magazine arti�les o{ ' television programmes they have heard or seen. - -''< · '·

-·· , ,'· - . ·"t ·, ·' � 

E;chyear, about 10,000; people in 20 ·cott�ries t;kepa:rc,!n•. · ti}e Cl,?I survey, aqg they.grade a totaLof50:Sfr($s, ahefqb\�- .�
f : this by fillfng in an oii.line, questionnaii:e'. }lier,e are sey1:.�a!, _, 

I 
cate�qri!=s in-the survey:Tuese include thJnts li.k(1:hi.��91:Pfny; . ' e8.ucation, the environment, local culture, climate:and®lrh'a:1: ; �h.!= ciry's 'resi_dent; are like. . . , -�, �. - - -

_;). • • ..,, - • 

-

� • o/ - "": . The GJH li�t is ygful be_cause it-helps pepple c e ' l _-plac/to liye, find workor fake a hoHd�i · Jt . also ·h
. 
eip · s re

.
gional g. oveFn111e�tH�. ·•. C", - under,stand why people and _businesses , are, or are not, coming to their cities,. ·; and so shows them areas whicl(they· .could develop o ·r ��prove.

;J;
b

;;;� 
0 Match the words or phrases (1-7), which are

underlined in the passage, with the words or 
phrases (a-g) which have a similar meaning. 

1 similar to a a number of 

2 each b every 

3 total C get a job 

4 several d helpful 

5 useful e like 

6 find work f local 

7 regional g maximum 

0 Now complete the notes below. Choose ONE
WORD OR A NUMBER from the passage for each 

answer. 

The City Brands Index 

The CBI believes that cities are like 1 . 
· which people can buy when they go shopping.

Surveys take place every 2 ........................ . 

A maximum of 3 ......................... cities are included in the 
survey. 

A number of different 4 ........ _ ....... ..... are included in 
the survey. 

The CBI list is helpful for: 

• people who are trying to decide where to

5 ...... .................... or get a job. 

• people who are looking for a good 6 ....................... .. 
destination. 

• local 7 ......................... who want to make their city a 

· better place.

Great places to be 0 



Listening 
Form completion 

O � Listen to four short conversations, and 
complete these sentences by choosing the correct 
word and/or number. 

1 The man is moving house on Friday 3rd / 13th / 

30th. 

2 The man has come from Crawford I Crauford I

Crawsord. 

3 The man's mobile number is 0780 29227 / 

0872 92702 I 0870 292720.

4 Sue lives at 70 Sydney / 70 Sidney / 

17 Sydney Avenue. 

f} {o3\ Now listen to these short conversations, and
complete the sentences with no more than TWO
WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER.

1 The woman's name is ................................................. . 

2 The woman's mobile number is .. ...................... . 

3 The man's address is . 

Fenton. 

4 The woman arrived on . .......... April. 

@) You are going to hear a woman calling an 
accommodation agency about an apartment she 
wants to rent. Before you listen, look at the form 
on the right and answer the following questions. 

In which gaps do you think you will need to write: 

a a word (or words) only? .... 

b a number only? . 

c a word (or words) and a number? ......................... . 

0 � Now listen and complete the form. Write no 
more than TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER for 
each answer. 

© Unit 1 

Good Moves Accommodation Agency 

Call taken by: ... ��:"!'.I .. 

Name: 1 ................................ . 

Telephone: 2 .................. . . . 

Heard about us from: 3 .. .

Type of accommodation preferred: 

4 ......................................... . 

Number of people: 5 ....... ......... . 

Preferred location: Wants to be close to 

6 ........................................ . 

Price: maximum 7 £ ............. . . .... per person 

(including 8 ........ ..... .................. ..... ) 

Additional notes: 

I suggested Flat 3 at 9 .... .............................. .... Road in 
Hampton. 

I will send further details to customer by 

10 ......................................... . 

Vocabulary 
Collocations and prepositional phrases 

0 Which of these words are adjectives, and which 
are nouns? Write the words in the box in the 
correct columns. 

f-e8tioal8 fFieftt:Hy food 
lively pretty scenery 

Adjectives 

tasty inhabitants 
spectacular villages 

Nouns 



E w (T I M B E R) 

N E E R T y u "E"'

J A p A R T M E
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f) 2 affordable 3 housing 4 knock down

Q A 

I T 

N T 

G R 

I A 

C C 

A T 

R I 

D V 

C E 

5 tower blocks 6 improve 7 steel 8 engineers
9 design 10 construct 11 construction
12 foundations

Writing 

w 

0 

S) 

H 

L) 

V 

E) 

T 

F 

G 

f) The answer is Yes to all of the questions except the last
one.

8 0 The answer has been divided into paragraphs 
below. The incorrectly spelt or wrong words are in bold, 
with their correct spellings in brackets afterwards. The 
missing commas are highlighted in gr�y in the answer. 
When a major new building goes up in an urban area.?. 

two groups of people usually come forward to give their 
oppinion (opinion) about it. One group are positive. They 
say that it is original and adds intrest (interest) to the area. 
The other group are negative. They say that it is ugly and 
spoils the area. 
I live in an old university city. Many of the buildings there 
are almost 600 years old. Recentl�, a new sience (science)

block was built for the university. It was made of concrete: it 
was covered in black glass, and it was taller than the older 
buildings surounding (surrounding) it. A Jot of people hate 
it, and I am one of them. 
However, I believe that this is a matter of personel 
(personal) taste. What looks good to some people

!
, looks 

terible (terrible) to others. It also depends on the building 
itself. A modern building can be very different from those 
around it, but it may actually complement those buildings. 
For example� in the 1980s, a glass pyramid was built in 
the courtyard of the Louvre muzeum (museum) in Paris. 
It made a Jot of local people very angry. They argued that 
it was wrong to build such a modern structur (structure)

next to such an old building. In my opinion, however, it is 
visually exciting and actually complements the buildings 
around it. Many visitors to the city feel the same way, and 
today it is one of the city's most famos (famous) sights. 

In conclusioni I beleive (believe) that some modern 
buildings can ruin a town, but it depends partly on personal 
taste, and partly on the building itself. As the English 
expression goes� 'One man's meat is another man's poison.' 

0 Model answer 

Hi9h-ri&e apartment bloc.I:& are a c.ommon feature of mo&t major 
c.itie& around the world. The'i are prac.tic.al bec.au&e the'i mean that 
a &mall area of land c.an ac.c.ommodate lot& of people. The'i are al£.o 
muc.h c.heaper to bu'j or rent than hou&e&, whic.h mean£. that more 
people c.an afford to have a home. 
Unfortunatel'i, hi9h-ri&e living ha& it£. di&advanta9e£>. One c.ritic.i£.m 
i& that people who live in hi9h-ri£.e apartment& have no &en&e of 
c.ommunit'j. Thi& i& bec.au&e there are often no c.ommon &pac.e&
where people c.an meet and tall:. People who live in hou&e& meet
their neighbour& on the street out&ide when, for eJ.ample, the'i are 
deaning their c.ar& or c.uttin9 their lawn&. �e&idents of high-rise 
apartments do not have thi& opportunit'j. ln some c.a&e&, the'i do 
not even \:now who their neighbour& are. 
However, thi& i& not alwa'j& the c.a&e. ln m'i c.it'j, mo&t people live in 
hi9h-ri&e apartment&, and the.'i all \:now their ne.i9hbouri. There 
are. two rea&on& for thi&. The. fir&t i& that people. in m'i c.ountr'j are 
ver'i &0c.iable.. When the'i move. into an apartment, the fir&t thing 
the.'i do i& 90 to the. other apartment& and introduc.e them&elves. 
The other re&ident& we.lc.ome the.m with a &mall gift, or invite. them 
in for a meal. '5e.c.ondl'j, the ground floor& c.ontain plac.e& whe.re 
people c.an 90 to meet other&. There are &hop&, c.afi& and &oc.ial 
dub&. There are al&o garden& whe.re the'i c.an 90 to re.laJ., or tal:e 
their c.hildre.n to pla'i- This mean& that the'i meet more people. 
In c.ondusion. the.refore, living in a hi9h-ri&e apartment c.an be a 
lonel'i eJ.perie.nc.e. However, thi& depend& on the twe of pe.ople who 
live. in the.m, and the loc.al fac.ilities that are available. In m'i opinion, 
hi9h-ri&e. living i& just as re.warding &0c.iall'j a& living in a hou&e. 

Grammar 

0lf 2a 3e 4d Sc 6b 

f) 1 should 2 don't have to 3 can 4 have to / must
5 can't / mustn't 6 could 7 might / may / could
8 can't 9 couldn't 10 had to

8 2 had to 3 must / has to 4 doesn't have to 
5 might / may 6 has to / must 7 couldn't 
8 had to 9 can't / mustn't / shouldn't 10 can 
11 should 12 has to 

Answer key@ 
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